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CRUSHING IT: Sugarloaf Custom Crush opens 
57,000-square-foot winemaking facility in 
Sonoma Valley outside of Santa Rosa / A10
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BLOWOUT IN 
SANTA CLARA »  
49ers kick off 
new season 
on high note, 
spoil LA Rams’ 
debut.   B1

CANINES PROVIDE 
ASSISTANCE »  
Local nonprofit 
trains service 
dogs for military 
veterans with 
PTSD.   A3

Shortly after receiving a diag-
nosis of  pneumonia on Friday, 
Hillary Clinton decided to limit 
the information to her family 
members and close aides, cer-
tain that the illness was not a 
crucial issue for voters and that 
it might be twisted and exploit-
ed by her opponents, several 
Clinton advisers and allies said 
Monday.

To those she did inform, Clin-
ton was emphatic: She intended 
to “press on” with her campaign 
schedule, she said. Her confi-
dants concluded that Clinton 
did not want to be challenged 
over her preference to keep the 
pneumonia secret and continue 
working.

Clinton’s inner circle was 
mindful of  both her guarded-

No more 
separate 
rules for 
ag work

SACRAMENTO — California 
farmworkers will be entitled to 
the same overtime pay as most 
other hourly laborers under a 
new law signed by Gov. Jerry 
Brown.

The law, which will be phased 
in beginning in 2019, is the first 
of  its kind in the nation to end 
the 80-year-old practice of  ap-
plying separate labor rules to 
agricultural laborers.

Employers in California, the 
nation’s largest agricultural 
state, currently must pay time-
and-a half  to farmworkers after 
10 hours in a day or 60 hours in 
a week. That’s longer than the 
overtime pay for other workers, 
who get it after eight hours a 
day or 40 hours a week.

AB1066 will gradually lower 
the number of  hours that irri-
gators, ranch hands and people 
who sow and harvest fields must 
work before accruing additional 
compensation.

It will take full effect in 2022 
for most businesses and in 2025 
for farms with 25 or fewer em-
ployees.

Brown, a Democrat, signed 

A sweet deal for sugar industry

The sugar industry paid scientists 
in the 1960s to downplay the link be-
tween sugar and heart disease and 
promote saturated fat as the culprit 
instead, newly released historical doc-
uments show.

The internal sugar industry doc-
uments, recently discovered by a re-
searcher at UC San Francisco and 
published Monday in JAMA Internal 
Medicine, suggest that five decades of  
research into the role of  nutrition and 
heart disease — including many of  
today’s dietary recommendations — 
may have been largely shaped by the 

sugar industry.
“They were able to derail the dis-

cussion about sugar for decades,” said 
Stanton Glantz, a professor of  medi-
cine at UCSF and an author of  the new 
JAMA paper.

The documents show that a trade 
group called the Sugar Research 
Foundation, known today as the Sug-
ar Association, paid three Harvard 
scientists the equivalent of  about 
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The sugar industry paid scientists in the 1960s to 
downplay the link between sugar and heart disease 
and promote saturated fat as the culprit instead.
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farmworkers to be paid 
same overtime as others 
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SCIENTISTS PAID TO VILIFY FAT » 1960s documents reveal 
how trade group funded, shaped research into heart disease 
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Clinton’s  
privacy bent 
backfires
By AMY CHOZICK 
AND PATRICK HEALY
NEW YORK TIMES

Lessons learned 
and changes made

ABOUT THE SERIES
SUNDAY: The Valley fire’s toll makes 
for a long, difficult recovery in Lake 
County
MONDAY:  For those staying, the 
dream of a new home means 
reclaiming unrecognizable ground
TODAY: Lessons learned from the 
Valley fire are driving changes to 
prepare for the next disaster
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CHAOTIC SCENE: Lake County sheriff’s officers evacuate Highway 29 at Butts Canyon Road in Middletown as the Valley fire jumps the highway Sept. 12, 2015.

BOGGS MOUNTAIN
The Valley fire had already burned over 

four of  the first firefighters on the ground 
that September afternoon one year ago when 
the growing inferno’s massive smoke column 

tilted on its side. 
An unexpected wind 

changed the fire’s course, 
lifting it up from its origin 
here near the village of  
Cobb and pushing it on a 
path of  destruction through 
drought-stricken forests 
encircling a half-dozen com-
munities in southern Lake 
County.

Firefighters and deputies 
quick to the scene soon knew the fire was 
on a potentially deadly collision course with 
thousands of  residents. They knew there was 
no time to dig in and make a stand. They knew 
they were dealing with stubborn rural deni-
zens with stay-and-defend instincts.

“We were grabbing dogs, people were hop-
ping on fire engines, in cop cars. It was immi-
nent-peril rescue and evacuation,” said Todd 
Derum, Cal Fire division chief  for Sonoma 
County.  “It was pretty damn chaotic.”

Orders from firefighters, deputies and other 
first responders were shouted from pickups 

and announced through bullhorns with great-
er urgency by the hour as the firestorm gained 
momentum with a sound like a gigantic jet 
engine that sticks with survivors to this day. 

“We had to jump out, knock on doors, telling 
people to leave their homes. Go! Go! Go!” said 
Andy Elliott, a British firefighter who hap-
pened to be riding with Cal fire that day. 

“Fire was literally coming down the road 

VALLEY FIRE ANNIVERSARY » IMPROVING CRISIS RESPONSE

Disaster exposed flaws in county’s ability to manage large-scale emergency
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT  
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CHARRED LANDSCAPE: Cal Fire Division Chief Greg Bertelli surveys the area off Humboldt Drive in 
Cobb on Sept. 6. Bertelli was part of an incident command team on the Valley fire in Lake County last year.
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